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EDITORIALS
Time for UPS to Grow Up and Get a Missile
by R. Dexter Van Zile
Students of Brown University have taken a very
dangerous position and show a
tremendous lack of support for
the Reagan Administration.
The students proposed and
passed a referendum
beseeching the school's administration to provide cyanide
tablets to be taken in case of a
nuclear attack. They argue that
they have the right to avoid
the ensuing destruction of a
nuclear holocaust by having
access to their own way out.
Residents of Amherst,
Massachusetts, have shown an
unwillingness to serve their
country and express the same
futile mentality exhibited by
Brown students by asking the
United States Air Force to
place a defense communication
tower somewhere else, in
hopes Of avoiding destruction
in the event of a nuclear exchange. The residents fear that
the placement of a tower in
their town will make them a
primary target.
The University of Puget
Sound should show its support
for a "stronger, prouder" notion and the value of deterrence by placing a nuclear
missile in the Harry S. Brown
Family Quadrangle in front of
Thompson Hall. If a student
referendum was passed and
presented to the administration
and trustees, they would have
no other choice but to beg the
USAF to place a missile of our
very own in the space present-

ly occupied by the Brown
Memorial Fountain.
If the USAF refused us a
missile we could buy it
ourselves from either the
French or Israelis. The
challenge of fund raising could
be met with a telethon and
Trustee matching challenge to
ASUPS. Hopefully, the
Trustees would be as willing
to raise the money needed for
the missile as they have been
to raise tuition. I am sure that
the present president of
ASUPS would support such a
venture whole heartedly. Surely, he can use his iron-hand
control of the Student Senate
to back such a beneficial enterprise.
Hans Morganthau, a
foreign policy expert who aggrandized the power of the Nation State and an avid disciple
of Clausewitz, would be an
excellent figure to memorialize
by naming our missile
"Morganthau's
Monstrosity." President
Phibbs studied under Morganthau at the University of
Chicago and has implemented
what he learned in the
reconstruction of our university. The missile would make
more apparent the relationship
between UPS's present structure and Morganthau's
teachings.
The missile would also be a
powerful catalyst to social activity on campus. Serving as a
constant reminder that each of
our lost weekends could be our
last, the presence of a missile
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would cause us to party with
renewed vigor and enthusiasm. A renaissance of the
Golden Age of UPS would be
brought about as Union
Avenue would be closed for
month long block parties and
students would be submerged
into stupendous sojourns of
drunkedness and decadence.
We would be propelled to the
position of Playboy 's top 10
party schools in the country
and become heir apparent to
Reed College's unique identity.

During the holiday season,
Christmas lights and decorations could be hung on the
missile making it a cannonbomb Tannenbaum. (After
"How does Puget Sound? ", I
think you'll forgive me.) A
new meaning would be added
to our celebration of
Mistletoast. Mistletoast would
be a time of giving thanks and
reflection upon the value of
deterrence and how long it has
served us.
Our own missile on campus
would be seen as a giant leap

forward in American education
because it would make apparent the harsh realities of the
modern world. Harvard would
again follow us as she has in
the past and become filled with
an intense desire to drape her
school colors on a missile of
her very own. Colleges and
universities across the country
will be scrambling and clawing
to aid the country in its national defense. Again, UPS
would be at the forefront of
the everchanging field of
education.

Trustee Conditions

'Simply Not Realistic'
by Greg Jones

Co-curriculum: what a concept. It is supposed to 'be increasingly the concern of all institutions in the years ahead. "
The next few years are said to
be difficult for small, private
colleges and universities
around the nation. Creating a
new image that is both appealing and genuine is what Puget
Sound is seeking, but, as
always, there is controversy.
Some alumni and many
students feel the changes at
hand could spell trouble for
residential life at the university. Naturally, the administration and some faculty feel that
the residential life proposals
are good if not wonderful.
Then, of course, there are the
Greek students whose Polis is
subject to change. The Greek
system must now improve its
record "to the University's
satisfaction. "
In December, the Board of
Trustees met and concluded
that the Greek ststem was not
performing as well as it
should. Its GPA was lower
than the rest of the campus,
alcoholic consumption was being "abused" in some cases,
and its leaders were not exibiting strong enough leadership. Although the trustees
had other business during the
December gathering, deferred
rush was the center of attraction. Some interesting decisions were made.
Instead of deferring rush,
the trustees decided to defer
residency one year. Four conditions were established that
the fraternities and sororities
must meet in the next year

otherwise 1986 87 rush will wants to entertain the entire
be deferred until the Spring student body for fear of getterm. Firstly, one of the na- ting in trouble.
I know, I know, the
tional houses must be convinced to build its own chapter University is merely enforcing
house. Secondly , freshman the laws of the state of
pledges will not be allowed to Washington. It is a
consume alcohol at any Greek ''catch-22''' situation that
gathering. Thirdly, all chapter pleases nobody. At Puget
houses must maintain at least Sound we live in a closed enthe minimum occupancy levels vironment that can be flexible
defined by the Use Agree- if there is such a willingness. I
ment, improve their academic would rather see students
performance and must develop violate the law on campus and
a program that will increase in- indoors rather than going to
teraction between in- the waterfront and driving
dependents and Greeks. Final- back to campus intoxicated at
ly, the Greek system cannot 2 a.m. Being flexible works at
"impede the development of a numerous schools, many of
common freshman which are larger than our inexperience. " All fine and dan- stitution. It can work here too
if we want it to.
dy?
Another thought, why ask
Does President Phibbs really believe that the Greeks can only the Greeks to increase inrealistically meet the four con- teraction with independent
ditions to the University's students? The ASUPS Student
standards? Bringing grades up Programs exist to provide
to an acceptable level is entire- entertainment for all students.
ly possible, but, thinking The Greek houses need to efabout freshman pledges atten- fectively communicate with the
ding weekend parties on programmers so that little or no
Union Avenue is scary. The schedule overlapping occurs.
honor system is required as The administration cannot
soon as a freshman steps inside point its finger only at the
the door. This condition only Greeks.
The trustees' conditions for
invites trouble for the pledge
and for his or her organization. the Greek system are ad"The need for a strong pro- , mirable if they are something
gram to encourage interaction to strive for but not necessarilwith independent students" is ly to achieve. Conquering all
the one that really tickles me. of the conditions is simply not
Is it not the administration realistic.
A desire for a well rounded
who has discouraged interaction? All campus gatherings social life for all interest groups
used to be common on Greek and true compromise need to
row and at University owned be established before too much
off-campus houses. However, change occurs. Changes are indue to the strict enforcement of evitable, let us be sure we
the alto hol policy, nobody make the right ones.
-
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NEWS
Time to mail financial aid packets
The Financial Aid Office still has financial aid packets
available. The packets need to be completed and mailed today or no later than the first week of February. The paperwork takes approximately four weeks to process.
In addition, students are reminded to check the scholarship bulletins posted throughout campus. For information
stop by the office, or call x3214.

Math/Science departments sponsor physics seminar
The science and math departments are sponsoring a
seminar; "introduction to works of Paul Davies." The
seminar will be in TH 152, 4 pm today.
Davies is a Theoretical Physicist at the University of
Newcastle, on the Tyne, England, and has written
numerous books about modern physics for the layman.
The seminar will be led by Professors Dave Scott, and
Alan Thorndike.

Spend a semester in London
Students interested in a liberal arts semester in London,
applications and details are now available in Jones 214.
This is a Puget Sound program and University financial
aid/scholarships would apply. The application deadline is
February 15.

Applications available for OT/PT programs
The Occupational and Physical Therapy programs are
now accepting applications for Fall 1985. The applications
are available in Jones 112. The deadline is February 15.

Jeff Castellino

Participants, including Gwen Phibbs honor
Martin Luther King's birthday through the

singing of "Lift Every Voice and Sing."

King Celebration

Turnout Disappoints
by Steve Schwartz

The Black Student Union
sponsored a celebration of Dr.
Martin Luther King's birthday
Wednesday in the SUB
snackbar, however, BSU
members expressed disappointment at the turnout.
The celebration included a
slide show, speech by BSU
president Michelle R. Boyd,
audience singing of "Lift
Every Voice and Sing, " and a
tape recording of King 's
famous "I Have a Dream"

speech.
Many students walked inand-out witnessing parts of the
one-hour program, but
overall, BSU felt attendance
was poor—especially on the
part of the faculty. BSU sent
letters to faculty members announcing the celebration, yet
response was "pathetic, " according to Yvette Williams,
BSU member.
Boyd was disappointed at
the low level of attendance on
the part of student government

Volunteer at the "Invest Yourself Fair"
Have you ever thought about working for a volunteer
organization? Representatives from more than 30
volunteer organizations in and outside of Pierce County
will be at UPS on Wednesday, February 6 for the "Invest
Yourself Fair." The fair will be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the snack bar of the SUB. For more information call the
Community Volunteer Center, x 3432.

Men's and Women's Spring Rush begins
Men's Spring Fraternity rush will be all day February
10. All interested male students may sign up in the SUB
during lunch and dinner, now through Saturday.
Women's Spring Sorority rush will be the first weekend
in March. There has been no definite dates set for sign up.
For more information and/or questions contact Steve
Corless, x 4280.

Has your address changed?
The Registration office reminds all students that if your
address has changed, please stop by to fill out the change
of address form.

Black Student Union President Michelle R. Boyd delivers
her 'A Tale of Two Cities" speech.

as well.
Member Patience Harrison
felt positive about the "few
people who were there. They
were responsive. Maybe they
can spread the word. "
The 'word' was expressed
in Boyd's speech, called 'A
Tale of Two Cities. ' "Though
Dr. King is no longer physically with us his spirit lives on
and his dream remains, " said
Boyd in a voice laden with
emotion.
The address traced the
history of the civil rights
movement from Rosa Parks'
first defiance of bus segregation laws. Boyd emphasized
King's involvement
throughout her speech and
concluded by reminding her
audience of the continued
presence of racism and inequality.
"People were harassed,
water-hosed, bitten by dogs,
jailed and even killed so that
you and I could begin to
understand each other, " said
Boyd. Covert racism "was
and continues to be the hardest
form of social, political and
economic injustice to attack, ''
she said, urging, "we must
continue to fight with
stamina '' this injustice.
Boyd stated 50 percent of
all blacks live below the poverty line; 60 percent of black
youths are unemployed; and
the median inc-,me is over 50
percent higher for whites than
cont. page 9
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Chinese Culture Awaits
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Interested in becoming the
editor or general manager of
the Trail, Tamanawas,
Crosscurrents or KUPS?
If so, the Student Media
Board is now accepting applications for those positions,
and the deadline is February
22.

In addition to filling out an
application; a resume, letter of
interest, and references must
also be submitted.
According to Cynthia
Nebert, media advisor,
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Students of junior standing are eligible to
spend six weeks in China this summer studying the Mandarin dialect and Chinese
culture .
According to Dorothy Rhodes, StudyAbroad Coordinator, the program is sponsored by Washington State University, and
University of Puget Sound students must apply to participate in the program by March 1.
The program costs $2,275, is open to
students in all fields, and will be at Sichuan
Teachers College in the provincial capital of
Chengdu. It will begin June 3 and conclude
July 12.
According to Rhodes, "Chengdu is an ancient city with a history of great learning and
a lively economy. "
She noted that students from the
1984 85 Pacific Rim/Asia Study/Travel
Program spent two weeks at Sichuan
Teachers College last November.
Interested students with a minimum 2.75
GPA can learn more about the program by
contacting Rhodes in Jones 214, x3207.
Detailed information and applications can be
obtained by writing to the office of International Programs, 108 Bryan Hall,
Washington State University, Pullman, Wa.

PIELUPINES

A L

Ed Walker

/

Seattle Times

Chengdu China is located in the center of the map.

students who are considering
applying for a position could
benefit from talking to a current media head about the time
and energy commitment involved.
Applications are available in
the ASB office, SUB 205.

Volunteer Programs Available

FIRSTCARE

MEDICAL CENTER
of

NORTH TACOMA

Quality Medical Care
365 Days a Year
Appointment not needed
Mon-Sat 9am-9pm
Sun-Holidays 1 1 am-7pm

by Greg Deimel

Are you interested in
Volunteer Work? Want some
experience to complement your
education? The Community
Volunteer Center located in
the SUB provides interested
students names of organizations that seek volunteer help.
There are advantages to being a volunteer; it looks good
on a resume, offers training
and experience in your field
said Kelli Radcliffe, coordinator, Community Volunteer
Center.
The Center also has programs that are available for
groups on campus to work
with. One campus group lent a
hand to the Martin Luther

X-Ray, Lab, Minor Surgery Services
Available on Site

HAIR

King Shelter in Tacoma.
Numerous programs exist,
but it is possible to start your
own program, said Radcliffe.
In addition to gaining experience, students have used
the Center to explore career
fields that interest them.
"A lot of students find out
that they didn't really want
that field after all, " remarked
Radcliffe.
The Community Volunteer
Center will be sponsoring the
"Invest Yourself Fair, " 11
a.m.-2 p.m. on February 6 in
the SUB snack bar.
According to Radcliffe,
representatives will be there
to talk about your interests and
explain what they have to offer. "
"

DESIGNERS

Call For ar
Hair Designs

Tel. 759-6655
5702 N. 26th
Next to Westgate Shopping Center

For

appointment
Hours

Men &
Women
•
TERRY,•MICHELLE, DEBBIE, KERRY

2024 6TH AVE., SUITE A

Mon 10-5
,T-F 10-8
Sat 9-3
Sun closed
627-5063
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Former Trustee Named Speaker

resident]

Vices Pres ident

I

Senate
Chair

senators 1

Director of
Public Relations
Director of
Bus iness Sefvices
(

Proposed System
'President'
Vice President

Vice President

(;enators

Old System

by Greg Deimel
Former UPS Board of

from the University community to be involved with the

Trustee member and Chief
Justice of the State Supreme
Court, James Dolliver, will be
the keynote speaker for the
Tacoma Community House
Annual Meeting.
The meeting will be held at
the Tacoma Dome Hotel at 6
p.m. on February 28. Tickets
will be $15 per person.

Tacoma Community House.
The Tacoma Community
House is sponsored by United

Justice Dolliver also a recipient of an honary degree from

Puget Sound, is one of many

Amendment Passes
The ASUPS Election Committee held a special election
on Thursday, January 24, to
ratify a Constitutional
Referendum. The Referendum
required a majority of "yes"
votes from the total number of
students that voted. The
students voted in favor of the
changes; 294 yes votes to 67
no votes.
"We were pleased with the

results," said Dan Holsenback, ASUPS President.
The amended constitution
will streamline the executive
branch of student government
and provide for a more effective chain of command, commented Holsenback.
The current system employs
a president, two vicepresidents, and 12 senators.
The proposed change would
switch to one vice-president,
and allow two staff personnel
to work with the vice-

Under the current system,
one vice-president is the chair
of the senate, the referendum
will allow the senate to elect
its own chairperson.
In addition, the president
will no longer be a voting
member of the senate.
However, he will have the
right to review legislation. The
president will have two working days to either sign and approve the senates action or
disapprove with a written explanation.
The senate was nervous
about the review policy,
essentially a veto power. But,
the senate has the power to
override that power with a
two-thirds majority, said
Holsenback.
The amended constitution
will be forwarded to the Board
of Trustees for their approval
in February.

have college students as
volunteers, " said Marilee
Fijalka-Carr, Volunteer Coordinator for the Tacoma Community House.
The Tacoma Community
House will be in attendance at
the "Invest Yourself Fair'',
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on February
6 in the SUB snack bar.
Students are encouraged to
stop by, said Fijalka-Carr.

BSU Notes Lack of Support
cont from

by Greg Deimel president.

Way and the United
Methodist Church and primarily assists refugees in settling in
the Tacoma Pierce County
area.
The House provides an
employment service, emergency services, and probives
English programs. Volunteers
work mainly with the English

teaching program.
"We are very pleased to

page 3

blacks. The gap, she says, is
widening.
Boyd said such statistics
may be difficult for the audience to "relate to." But
"Let's dig closer to home",
she suggested. "Why are
there so few blacks at
UPS—less than one
percent?" Boyd does not feel
lack of finances or intellectual
ability explains the situation.
She said that in the audience
sit future leaders and urged,
"it is up to us to make sure
that his (King's) dream
becomes a reality—that his
death was not in vain. "
During her speech, Boyd
said those near the stage
"were an excellent audience.
They gave me
encouragement. " However,
those farther back had an "I
don't care attitude.
She was specifically annoyed by loud talking and
laughing, and described these

people as "very disrespectful"
Boyd said "they didn't have
the decency to stand up when
we sang our national anthem;
(the) black national anthem. "
Boyd was referring to "Lift
Every Voice and Sing. "
The rudeness of those in
back reflects the school's attitude toward people of different colors and backgrounds,
she said.
The BSU is planning a
February program for Black
History Month to include a
tribute to black scientists,
leaders and white music.
Earlier this year the BSU,
consisting of approximately
seven consistent members, had
a few social functions, and was
involved indirectly with the

program focusing hate groups.
Boyd said more funding for
BSU would result in more programs. She stressed the
groups' $50 base budget from
ASUPS does not go very far.
For example, help from the
BSU at Fort Steilacoom Community College made the
celebration financially possible
for the UPS group. Fort
Steilacoom's BSU provided
materials as well as encouragement.
With more money the BSU
would get programs from offcampus such as, an African
dance group, Boyd said.
The
BSU
meets
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the
Bons Lounge and welcomes all
students.
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New Management

Friday Night is Student
Pitchers $2.00

Night

Big Screen TV
Complete Menu
Bar, Snacks, Darts,
Pool, Video Games
Free Popcorn
Student Discounts on Kegs To Go
254 Hot Dog on Saturday 7-11 P.M.
254 Schooner on Thursday 7-12 Midnight

FRATERNITY RUSH

Hours
Mon:Fri.9-2a.m.
Sat &Sunday 10-2a.m.

Sign-ups from Jan. 30 to Feb. 8 $5.00 registration
In Residential Life office and SUB

627-3480
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ARTS
Feel Like You Want to Leave Town? Read This.
by Cathryn Shipley

For those of us who would
occasionally prefer as much
distance between ourselves
and the campus as possible,
the Trail offers this one-timeonly guide to entertainment
and culture beyond the
Tacoma city limits. SAVE
THIS PAGE. Due to obvious
space limitations, this feature
may not be repeated.

FEBRUARY 1 10
BALKAN MUSIC—RAINY
TOWN
The Seattle Folklore Society
opens a weekly performance
coffeehouse on February 1.
Rainy Town offers, among
other things, a Balkan music
trio and British folksinger,
Louis Killen. Admission is
$5.50, and proceeds go to
-

operate the coffeehouse. On
February 8, Rainy Town will
feature the Georgia Sea Island
Singers (Afro-American
folklore) and popular local
folksinger Tim Hall. Call for
events scheduled at a later
date. Rainy Town is located
at 262 NW 43rd St. Ross
Hall in Fremont; 782-0505.
KLEZMORIM—MEANY
HALL
Klezmer music, anyone? A
Yiddish folk tradition mixing
circus tunes, jazz riffs, marches
and gypsy laments. The Klezmorim plays Saturday,
February 2 at 8 p.m., and will
also offer workshops through
FolkArts. Concert tickets are
$11. Call for workshop
details. Presented at the UW
in Seattle; 782 0505.
BACH YEAR—BROADWAY
-

Bright New Hawaiian Sound
Building Bridges, Not Walls

PERFORMANCE HALL
The Bach Year opens a
series of seven chamber music
programs on Sunday evening,
February 3 at 8 p.m. The first
concert features the trio
sonatas of Bach as well as a
solo sonata and an instrumental movement. Tickets are
$7.50. For more information
call 587 4166.
AMERICAN INDIAN
ART—SACRED CIRCLE
GALLERY
This gallery of American Indian Art will open a oneperson show featuring acrylic
and mixed media paintings by
James Campbell on Thursday,
February 7 from 5:30 8:30
p.m. The show runs through
March 2. Gallery hours are
Tuesday - Friday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 12
to 5 p.m. Sacred Circle is
located in Pioneer Square at
607 First Avenue; 223 0072.
-

-

-

THE NICE AND THE
NASTY—SEATTLE
REPERTORY THEATRE
SRT's "Other Season" includes The Nice and the Nasty
by Mark O'Donnell, former
"Saturday Night Live"
writer. The play , directed by
Douglas Hughes, is a fantasia
about greed and appetite.
Plays in this series are simply
staged, in rehearsal clothes,
the actors with script in hand.
Director Hughes says, "What
we are really trying to do is
find the life of the play. " It
plays February 8, 9 and 10.

For information call 447 2203
-

or 447 2222.
-

FESTIVAL
SUNDIATA—SEATTLE CENTER
A celebration of Black
History and Arts, February
8-10. Events include a gospel
extravaganza, fashion show,
art exhibits, African musical
instruments, an antique Black
doll collection, and bronze
sculptures of Martin Luther
King, Jimi Hendrix and Bob
Marley.
GLOBAL
MUSIC
FESTIVAL—UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Friday, February 9, music
and dance of Zimbabwe is
featured. Saturday, February
10, Jose Gutierrea will present
traditional Latin American
music. Concerts will be held in
the Music auditorium, UW
campus at 8 p.m. Tickets,
available at the door, are $2.
543 0974.
-

BALLET FOLCLORICO-MEANY THEATER
Their Lively Arts series
presents the Ballet Folclorico

Nacional de Mexico at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $14/$12 and
$10. Curtain time is 8 p.m. at
the UW. 545-0995.

hear them in a concert setting
on February 15 and 16 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $9. The con-

cert is presented as part of
SCCS's Black History Month
celebration. 587 4166.
-

RAIN OR SHINE DIXIELAND—ABERDEEN
Aberdeen's second annual

Rain or Shine Dixieland
Festival will be held February
15
18 in downtown Aberdeen. Six bands are scheduled.
Price of the entire event is
$25; children under 12 admitted free. Call for ticket prices
to individual events and for
concert listings. Sponsered by
the Grays Harbor Jazz Society;
-

532 1924 or 553 2070.
-

-

ELIXIR OF LOVE—SEATTLE OPERA
Donizetti's The Elixir of
Love opens February 16 in the
Opera House at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at
Tacoma's Bon Marche and
other major ticket outlets. Call
447 4700 for information on
this and upcoming productions.
-

THE CHIEFTAINS-MEANY THEATRE
The Chieftains, Ireland's
greatest
traditional music
FEBRUARY 11-17
group have 13 albums to their
QUEEN IDA—BROADWAY credit. They will perform
PERFORMANCE HALL
February 16 t 2 p.m. and
Queen Ida and the Bon again at 8 p.m. Tickets are
Temps Zydeco Band perform $ 12/ $ 10/ $ 8 and available at
Cajun-Creole music in the UW Arts Ticket office,
Seattle's first opportunity to 545-0995.

Musical Cornucopia by Block
Brother Noland

A musician has got to have a live moment, according to
singer/songwriter Brother Noland. He has one such moment planned in Tacoma on February 17, when he opens
for Kalapana in the UPS Fieldhouse.
A graduate of the Kamehameha Schools and the University of Hawaii, Nolan has established himself as one of
Hawaii's most prolific songwriters. His third album,
Pacific Bad Boy, is an enchanting mix of upbeat and
mellow sounds, with rigorous harmonic structure. It is a
little like hearing Smokey Robinson or Simon and Garfunkel interpreted with a soft island breeze.
"I want to make 'world music, ' not just Hawaiian
music," he said recently, "...world music that's coming
from Hawaii and uses different beats. " Noland sees
world-class Hawaiian music as simply-structured, with exotic rhythms, and always pretty.

Professor Geoffrey Block
will present a four-week lecture series entitled ' 'From Bop
to Beethoven. '' The title itself
engenders Beethoven, jazz,
musical theatre and musical
plagiarism. It was developed
by Cindy Fey and Dr. Block to
meet community demand. The
Music Department of the
University offers practical
courses for adults in the community, and this lecture series
will touch on interesting and
accessible topics which should
be educational and enjoyable.
The second lecture will be
"All that Jazz," on February
6. Puget Sound has a long
tradition of teaching jazz
history and Dr. Block is continuing this tradition with his

spring jazz history course. The
community will be given a
chance to participate in the second lecture, which gives a
brief historical survey of jazz
from its origins in New
Orleans as a unique fusion of
African and European traditions, to the most recent
developments in free jazz.
Your
Up
"Brush
Shakespeare, " the third lecture, will cover four highly
successful musicalsthat have
used Shakespeare as their
source. Block teaches a course
on American musical theatre
here and is the recipient of the
John Lantz Jr. Fellowship for
1985 86 to do research and
write musical theatre.
-

"The Lighter Side of

Musical Plagiarism, " last in
the series, will be an introduction to the history of musical
thieving from Bach to the
Beatles. The audience will be
able to play the role of jury as
they enact a famous trial in
which a great songwriter was
accused of musical plagiarism.
They will then be presented
examples of
that ehave not yet
smnetnht
w
pliatghiaricu
come to trial.
This lecture was conceived
by Block after serving as an
expert witness for a mock trial
at the UPS Law School.
All the lectures in this series
are open to both the student
body and the community at
large.
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Twinkle Brothers:
The Next Bob Marley?
by Mike Carr
The Twinkle Brothers are a
relatively unknown reggae
band from Jamaica: unknown,
that is, to those who aren't
reggae aficionados. They
played in the SUB lounge last
Sunday evening to a diverse
gathering of about 150 people, some of whom came in
from Seattle to catch the show.

The Brothers Twinkle, led
by Norman Grant, have been
pounding out the sound of the
Jamaican Islands since 1962.
They have recorded fourteen
albums and made several
world tours. UPS was contacted by their management,
Outernational Productions, in
the hope that the school could
introduce the campus and the
people of Tacoma to "true"
reggae.
The resulting co-production

by Student programs and
Outematinal met with an enthusiastic response. The show
ran non-stop for two hours,
and the energy produced by
the band from their opening
licks to a thundering, rhythmic
demand for an encore recalled
the rock festival days of the
sixties. People danced and lept
through the crowd in singles,
as well as couples. Whole
families down to their
youngest members attended,
and it seemed that no one's
feet could stand still.
The Brothers energized the
entire room, until it took on an
aspect that was more 'club'
than SUB. This eight-member
group not only entranced the
audience with its professional
and artistic audio abilities, but
delighted their eyes with the
recurrent motif of Jamaican
colors — vivid greens,
yellows and reds.
Songs ranged from revitalized versions of old sixties

Friday

classics to upbeat political
statements such as ' 'No Robot
I, Are You?". With their
funky trombone solos, scintillating percussion and tight
arranging, the Twinkle
Brothers are destined to reach
the fame and popularity of a
Bob Marley. Then, University
alumni will be able to look
back and say, "We helped
them get started, back when
they were affordable and accessible! "
The Twinkle Brothers, who
had played a sold-out show in
Seattle the previous night, are
scheduled to play a Gastown
club in Vancouver, B.C., from
January 31 to February 4. The
promotion on Vancouver radio
stations equals that accorded a
Van Halen or Huey Lewis concert. (Do Canadians know
something we don't?) If you
missed the show here in town,
you missed a rare opportunity
to see and feel musical history
in the making.

The Campus Film is Dino
de Laurentis' production of
THE BOUNTY with Mel
Gibson. Call x 3316 for
details.
Robert Musser performs
a varied selection of
literature on oboe, English
Horn and saxophone, with
Richard Kessler accompanying, and is joined by a
saxophone quartet at the
conslusion of the recital
which begins at 8:00 p.m.
in Jacobson Recital Hall.

Saturday
The Tacoma Youth
Symphony will perform
a free concert at Pantages
Centre, 901 Broadway
Plaza, at 8:00 p.m.,
featuring the winners of the
Tacoma Youth Symphony
Concerto Competition.
Northwest guitarist Eric
who plays
mostly his own compositions, will appear in concert
at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel.

Tingstad,

'King Stag' Actors Teach Tricks
Six Inside Theatre students
and director Gary Grant will
conduct an acting workshop
Saturday in Monmouth,
Oregon, as part of the
"American College Theatre
Festival."
Grant and the six students,
who performed in the Inside
Theatre production of "The
King Stag," will educate their
audience on the unique
methods used in that play.
These include the use of

masks and puppets as a production concept as well as an
actor training technique, Grant
said, adding, "It's an honor
to be asked to do this. "
The students who will assist
with the workshop are Jim Conant, Francisco Menendez,
Paul Rathbun, Annette Miles,
Dlorah Vee and Don Davis.
They will present live portions
from "The King Stag" and
use video and slides as
teaching aides.
Last year the UPS Inside

$1.50 off any I
1 or more item pizza

expires 2-24-85

Theatre brought its production
of "Angel City" to this
festival and won the play competition, which enabled them
to compete in Washington,
D. C.
While no play has been
entered this year, three Inside
Theatre members will compete
with college actors from the
Northwest for the "Irene
Ryan Acting Scholarship. "
They are Jim Conant, Wendy
Rolph-Dougharty, and
Christine Sloane.

The Seattle Navy Band
will play a free concert in
the Snack Bar at noon.

Wednesday
Tacoma Philharmonic will
present the Seattle Symphony Orchestra with guest
artist Byron Janis at 8
p.m. in Pantages Centre.
Janis will perform Prokofiev 's Piano Concerto
No. 3.
Tickets are
$16.50/$13.75 and
$11.25, and on sale now at
the Pantages box office and
Ticketmaster outlets.

"Bop to Beethoven"
lectures will he held at 7
p.m. in room 102 of the
Music building.

Gamma Phi Beta
for
their outstanding academic
achievement during the fall
semester.

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER

$3.00 off any 16'

with Thick Crust
expires 2-24-85
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Congratulations
to the women of

Name:
Address:

Tacoma Dancer and
choreographer Hunter
Hale will give a preview
performance of his Community Music ballet and
jazz dance curriculum in
Jacobson Hall at 8:00 p. m .
The dance program classes
begin February 4.
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Diversity Enlivens Thirty-Year Career
by Cathryn Shipley
"When I came (to Puget
Sound) there were only eight
buildings on the campus, "
reminisced Associate Academic
Dean Frank Peterson, the
University's first 30-year staff
service-award recipient.
Thirty years ago Kittredge
Hall was the student center,
Anderson and Todd Halls were
residence halls, the library had
just been occupied, and
Warner Gynasium had no
swimming pool
Other existing buildings
were Jones, Howarth, and

I if

that, rapidly...that inconsistency, doesn't seem to me
apparent now."
One very positive thing has
occured over the years, he
said. "There are many more
options now for women than
there were when I first started
teaching. Ten or twenty years
ago, there were women with
talent...who had an interest in
fields like law,
medicine,... (and) social work
was some place they could go.
I think that's really
changed...career options are
open. "

...anything that will stimulate and
enliven the intellectual climate needs
to be encouraged...

South Hall (which now house
tl e Occupational and Physical
Therapy departments.)
The most dramatic change
in three decades has been with
campus facilities and academic
programs, said Peterson.
Peterson's present position
primarily involves supervising
the registration office, advising
office, academic standards,
summer session, graduate programs, and University Enrichment. If that sounds like too
much work for one
person,—it is. He shares the
load with Tom Davis,
academic dean, and fellow
Associate Dean Wolfred
Bauer.
'' I started as a faculty
member... in the sociology
department, " Peterson said,
smiling a little as he explained
how he has been an administrator for only ten years,
having spent the previous
twenty in teaching.
When he was persuaded to
accept a three-year administrative appointment,
I
didn't want to be an administrator, " he said. He ended up by liking both jobs, and
feeling a sense of accomplishment from each.
"When I came to
sociology," he said,
"Students said (it) was the
major you took when you
couldn't make it anywhere
else, and we set out to change

Yet he's not convinced that
today's student is more career
oriented. ' 'I think they're asking good questions, " Peterson
said, "They want to see a
logical connection between
what they're doing and what

Frank Peterson
youngster, whenever I went to

as an example of this craft.
"I made that lamp, " he
continued, gesturing toward

stare at that owl, and when

its expensive-looking base on

(the uncle) died, my aunt

his desk The gnarl of polished

remembered and gave it to

juniper root had been sanded

me." The owl is now fifty

and then varnished. "That

years old, he said. "I thought

came off one of the San Juan

it was great and still do."

islands, " said Peterson. 'I buy

"I didn't want to be an
their goals may be... the visible elements change but (there
is) a certain excitement about
what they anticipate from a
college education, and in seeing them grow and change."
One of his joys is continuing contact with an extensive
'family' of students from early
in his career. One of them an
accomplished artist. "I'm not
sure what her sociology had to
do with that, " he smiled.
Another student, John Finney, earned a doctorate in
sociology and is now director
of institutional research for the
University. ''It's
's a privilege to
work with him as a
colleague, " said Peterson.
One wall of Peterson's
second-floor office in Jones is
lined with books. "I like to
read, " he said, "and I still try
to keep up with sociology. I
also have a hobby of woodworking, I have a lathe and do
turnings." Peterson exhibits a
delicate, small wooden bowl

the doctor's office I would just

very little of the wood I use. I
scrounge apple trees, cherry
trees, do most of my own. It's
very enjoyable. It's a way to
relax, " he explained. I'd like
to spend more time at it—it's
one of those things."
An Arctic snow owl looks
down on visitors from a corner

A Sunburst locust tree will

administrator. "
be planted on campus to honor
Peterson's 30 years of service
to the Unversity. When this
was announced at the staff
recognition party in December,
he said,"It was really nice. I
was surprised. I knew it was
the 30th year, but did not anticipate the recognition the

sion stirred by the White Paper
is a good thing. "In my mind,
anything that will stimulate
and enliven the intellectual
climate needs to be encouraged, 'he said." My feeling is,
the more diversity you have
then the better the educaticnal
experience. " Continuing in
this vein, he said, "The difficulty is the cost of a private
school. We work hard at getting as much diversity as we
can within the constraints of
the budget and academic program. Our academic program
does constrain us (in recruting
efforts) because we have only
a limited number of majors.
"It really doesn't seem like
30 years, " he reflected. "It's
more like one year with thirty
different experiences; even
looking ahead I don't see this
year being like next year. The
job has never been boring."

One of his joys is continuing contact
...with a "family" of students
from early in his career.
of the room. "That causes
many comments, " he said and
told its story: ''The owl is the
bird of wisdom...It belonged
to my uncle, who was a
medical doctor. As a

staff and President Phibbs
gave me."
Peterson is enthusiastic
about the SUB renovation
plan. "It's great, " he said.
He also thinks that the discus-

Peterson cites his most
memorable experience as
the first time one of
perhaps ''the
the students registered in my
class was the child of a former
student."
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Science May Lead to God
by C. Shipley
"I began by making the
claim that science offers a surer
path that religion in the search
of God. It is my deep conviction that only by understanding the world in all its many
aspects — reductionist and
holist, mathematical and
poetical, through forces, fields
and particles as well as through
good and evil — that we will
come to understand ourselves
and the meaning behind this
universe, our home. "
So wrote Paul Davies in his
book, God and the New
Physics. Davies is scheduledto
inaugurate the John B. Magee
Lecture Series on Science and
Values at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
February 5 in Kilworth
Chapel. During 1985, the
series will present up to five
scientists or scientific scholars,
who will talk on the nature,
origins and development of
science and its impact on individuals and society.
Davies currently holds the
Chair of Theoretical Physics at
the University of Newcastle
upon Tyne. His research has
dealt with fundamental physics
and cosmology, especially the
structure of space and time,
and has recently centered on
the attempt to unite the laws
of gravity and subatomic particles.
In his presentation, Davies

UPS Yearbook
Finishes Second
in its Division
During the Summer of
American
The
Scholastic Press Association
held their annual nationwide
contest for scholastic yearbooks, magazines, and other
publications. The University
of Puget Sound's Tamanawas
Yearbook was awarded Second
Place in their division, schools
with enrollment of
1701 2600. The award is
credited to the 1983 1984
Tamanawas Staff, especially to
Co-Editors Sue Bernauer and
Joe Walker.
The awards are given on a
point score system. Those
schools with points totalling
850 1000 placed First,
Second, and
700 849
500 699 Third. Schools from
all over the nation compete;
ranging from Boston College
and University of California to
the Lewis and Clark College in
Portland, Oregon.
Four other schools placed
Second in the same division as
the Tamanawas: Denison
University, Granville, Ohio;
Niagara University, Niagara
Falls, New York; Winston1984,

Salem State University,
Winston-Salem, North
Carolina; and Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.
According to this years
Tamanawas Editor, Greg
Barge, "The competition

-

-

-

-

-

Paul Davies

of the things it does? How did
those things arise? How did
the universe achieve its
organization?
The lecture series honors
Dr. John B. Magee, professor
emeritus in philosophy.

will expand on his claim that
science offers a surer path than
religion in the search of God
and will consider such questions as these: Why are the
laws of nature what they are?
Why does the universe consist

helped by providing constructive feedback on the over-all
design of the yearbook. By going over to a larger book, Fall
delivery, and a more structured
design, the Tamanawas could
very well claim a First Place
award again this year, and will
also have produced a collegiate
style and professional yearbook. "

RESEARCH

$$$NEED
EXTRA
MONEY? FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL LEE
RAMSEY COLLECT AT
(615) 577 7237 AFTER 6
PM.

Send $2 for catalog
of over 16,000 topics to
assist your research efforts. For info., call tollfree 1-804821-5745 (in Ii.
linois call 312-922

-

Authors' Research, Rm 800-N.
407 S Dearborn. Chicago, IL 80805
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SPORTS
Simonson Resigns
by Paul Battaglia

Ron Simonson, a member
of the University of Puget
Sound coaching staff since
1973, announced his resignation last week after being
selected as the new head coach
at Northern Colorado University.
Simonson, 42, had been a
member of the Logger
coaching staff since 1973. For
five years he served as defensive coordinator under then
head coach Paul Wallrof. In
1978, Simonson took over the
head coaching job, and has
since compiled a record of
53-18-1. His teams have
never had a losing season.
"Northern Colorado is a
fine Division II school with a
solid football program, " said
Simonson, "This is a chance
to advance in my profession.
Northern Colorado has a commitment to support its football
program, is scholarship-based,
is in a prestigious conference
and I agree with the
president 's philosophy on
football. "
Simonson had been actively
seeking a new coaching job
since 1983 when the University decided to drop football
scholarships, reduced travel,
and switch from NCAA Division II to NAIA Division I. In

recent years he has been a
finalist for coaching jobs at
Idaho, Montana State, and
Northern Arizona.
A new head coach should be
announced by mid-March.
Myles Corrigan, Logger offensive coordinator, has announced that he will apply for the
job. Paul Wallrof, former head
coach and now defensive coor-

over his family's barley-wheat
farm in Lacrosse, Wa., near
Pullman.
"We're excited for Ron, "
said Athletic Director Richard
Ulrich. "This is a tremendous
opportunity for him. It's the
best Division II league in the
country. Ron will be hard to
replace because of his
knowled e of our program and

"This is
a chance
to advance in
my profession."
dinator has said he is not in
terested in becoming head
coach again.
Tom Mays, a line coach for
the past five years, will take
over the recruiting efforts and
run the spring program. In
May, he too will resign to take

his dedication and hard
work. "
Among other honors,
Simonson has been named
Kodak NCAA Division II
Region 9 Coach of the Year in
1981 and Evergreen Conference Coach of the Year in
1983.

Pro Sports Stay Home?
by U.S. Senator Slade Gorton

Professional sports teams
occupy a unique place in the
fabric of American life. Every
season millions of tans make a
significant emotional and
economic investment in these
teams, while the host cities
build state-of-the-art playing
arenas and provide the team's
owners special tax privileges.
Even Congress has allowed
both football and baseball
organizations special immunity
from federal antitrust laws and
provided federal tax benefits.
All too often, however, the
payoff for the fans' and the
host cities' support has been a
tense game of "musical sports
franchises, " where team
owners shop the nation for
bigger and better deals in other
communities. When the music
stops, cities like Seattle,
Oakland and Baltimore have
found themselves with empty
stadiums, huge municipal bond

obligations, and millions of
deeply disappointed fans.
Legal action to prevent
these moves is both costly and
uncertain, as the City of
Oakland has learned recently
in its suit against Al Davis,
owner of the now Los Angeles
Raiders. So, despite their considerable investment and good
faith commitments, host cities
are usually shut out of the
decision making process with
little recourse other than to
join a bidding war with the
hope of attracting another
franchise.
Clearly, fairness demands
that when a team is considering a move, a place should be
made at the bargaining table
for the host city and its interests. I recently introduced
legislation in the Senate which
does exactly that.
The community Sports team
Protection Act of 1985 prohibits the relocation of a pro-

fessional football, baseball,
basketball or hockey team
unless: The governing sports
league (NFL, NBA, etc.) apporves the move; the proposed
move is reviewed and allowed
by a Professional Sports Team
Arbitration Board; and no
bona fide, community-based
purchase offer of equal value
has been identified.
The new Arbitration Board
will include one representative
each from the host community,
the governing sports league
and the American Arbitration
Association. The Board,
whose costs will be born by
the team owner proposing the
move, will disband when it
makes its final decision on the
proposed relocation.
In deciding whether to apporove a team's proposed
move, both the Arbitration
Board and the sports league
must consider, among other
facts: the adequacy of the local

SPORTS IN BRIEF
Women's Lacrosse is beginning its 1985 season. So far
there are two tournaments and a clinic on the calander with
possibly more. There are three scheduled matches, one of
which will be at UPS.
Practices begin Feb. 4, and are scheduled for Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays from 4-6 pm.
Anyone interested is encouraged to participate as ability
ranges from novice to advanced. The team also has potential for athletic funds.
Monday and Tuesday are Bargain days at Crystal Mountain Resort. Ski all day from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for
only $10.00. During the week is a perfect time to ski to
avoid the busy weekends. Night skiing Wednesday
through Sunday is great and they have special group rates
available for just about anytime. For your convenience,
Crystal Mountain's Bus Service leaves Enumclaw daily,
Monday through Friday at 6:30 a.m., 9:20 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. Ski Midweek—it's fun at Crystal Mountain!!
A free Steelhead Clinic is planned for feb. 5 at Green
River Community College, sponsored by GRCC Outdoor
Programs and the Auburn Steelhead Trout Club. The clinic
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Glacier Room, Lindbloom
Student Center.
The clinic will cover the basics of steelhead fishing, including reading water, proper clothing, bait fishing, how
to fish from the bank and fishing from a boat. Fishing etiquette will also be included, as will RSB disposal.
For information, call GRCC at 833-9111.
Mike Vindivich, a high school All-American running
back who has attended the University of Washington and
the University of Puget Sound, has enrolled at Pacific
Lutheran University.
Mike, who did not play for UPS last season because of a
one-year residency requirement, transferred for academic
reasons.
Sponsored by Domino's Pizza

playing facilities; the extent of
public financial support such as
payment of capital construction
costs for the stadium or arena;
whether the team owner has
negotiatied in good faith with
the host community, and
whether the owner's actions
have contributed to the team's
lack of success in that community.
To relieve at least some of
the demand for professional
sports franchises, which is
fueling these bidding wars the
bill requires the NFL to add
four teams by 1990 and major
league baseball must expand
by two teams by the 1988
season.
More than a decade ago,
the citizens of Seattle built the
Kingdome, primarily to house
its new major league baseball
team, the Pilots. After only
one season, the Pilots moved
to Milwaukee and became the
Brewers. As Attorney General

of Washington State, I filed
suit to prevent that move and
eventually Seattle was granted
an expansion team, the
Mariners. Today one of the
hottest rumors in the sports
world is the possible relocation
of the Milwaukee Brewers.
Some may call this poetic
justice. But no community
which has faithfully supported
its pro sports teams, emotionally and financially, should
be subjected to the kind of
shabby treatment which has
sometimes become a part of
the continuing battle for sports
franchises.
Team owners and sports
leagues have asked for and
received public involvement
and benefits in their unique
form of entertainment. They
must be ready to accept the
fact that the public has a right
to have its interests
represented when a team is
considering relocation.
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Skiers Aim For Regionals
by Rob Laverty

There were four weekends

women 's team has qualified

The men's soccer team
went to Hawaii over break and
its members now sport
disgustingly deep tans.
The swim team roadtripped to California and sunny
(if chilly) weather.
But the UPS ski team, comprised of thirteen members and
their coach Mariann Hilton, remained in Tacoma to train and
race in pursuit of their goal:
winning enough races to
qualify for regionals.
The routine was wearing.
Tuesday through Wednesday
or Thursday, they trained at
Crystal. Thursday and/or Friday they travelled. Friday
through Sunday they raced.
On the seventh day they
rested.

of races over the break. The
first took place at Alpental on
December 14-16. The second
was on the weekend of the
21-23 in British Columbia at
Whistler; home of the number
one University of British Columbia team. The third set of
races took place at White Pass
on the 28-30. The regular
season was concluded at
Crystal Mountain this past
weekend.

for the slalom and giant slalom
events. She has skied well
both years for the team, and
promises to be a contender in
the future.

At this point, two members
have clinched spots at the
regional races at Bluewood on
February 19-22 (why the National Collegiate Ski Assosciation scheduled races midweek
remains a mystery). Dagmar
Heintch, a sophomore on the

John Callahan, a nativi.
Aspenite, is the longshot winner. He picked up cross country hoards last year when the
team needed a Nordic racer
His success last year was promising, although inconvincing.
But this year he steadily improved until he pulled out a second place finish behind an
Olympic contender. After two

SCHEDULE
Friday, February 1,
Varsity Swimming -vs- University of British Columbia
Women's Basketball -vs- Simon Fraser University

Saturday, February 2,
Varsity Swimming -vs- Simon Fraser Univer -icy
Women's Basketball -vsWestern Washington University
Monday, February 4,
Men 's Basketball vs Whitworth (HOME 7:30)
-

-

Wednesday, February 6,
Women's Basketball -vs- St. Martin's College

years on the narrow, scaled
skis he has qualified for
regionals.

Mens's Basketball -vs- St. Martin's College

g111■■■■

Congratulations to
the Men of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
for their 11th
consecutive
semester of highest
fraternity
G.P.A.
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